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6. a. Those students study in the library.

b. Those students will study in the library
＠饮迈霆B@

SYNTACTIC STRUCTURES 

7. a. Suda has been to Phuket twice.

�-- ;:d; \\fill have been to Phuket twice by September .

8. a. Martha practices the piano with her mother.

b. Martha is practicing the P iano with her mother.

9. a. Our project iect shall be finished next month.

b. Our project shou ld be finished next month.
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lO. a. I have read that novel.

b . I will read that novel. 

Grammar is conveniently divided into two portions mar
phology and syntax. Syntax may be roughly defined as the 
principles of arrangement of the constructions formed by the 
process of derivation and inflection into larger constructions of 
various kinds (Gleason: 1961, 128). 

In the previous chapters, you have seen how words are 

formed. If we combine two or more words, either with or without 
function words and study them carefully, you will find out that 
each group is different from one another. They may be different 
both in the parts of speech that make them up and in the structural 
meanings that they convey. We can divide them into four principal 
groups on the basis of their structural meaning. All the combi
nations that appear in column (1) are of the structure of modification. 
Those in column (2) are of the structure of predication, those in 
column (3) are of the structure of complementation and those in 
column (4) are of the structure of coordination. 

(1) . (2) . (3) . (4) 

- small hotel I - they arrived |-- is strong I - young and

- dances beautifully I - the dog barked I - to tell the 

beautiful 
- neither hot 

truth nor cold
- extremely - the boss - do all the - either Jim

dangerous finally left work or Harry
- that fat man with - his secretary - gave me a - Martha as

drugs has gone nng well as Mary
- mighty short - your sister - consider him 一 ice cream

behaved well innocent together
with cake
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